Go is a programming language developed at Google, with channelbased concurrent features based on CSP. Go can detect global communication deadlocks at runtime when all threads of execution are blocked, but deadlocks in other paths of execution could be undetected. We present a new static analyser for concurrent Go code to find potential communication errors such as communication mismatch and deadlocks at compile time. Our tool extracts the communication operations as session types, which are then converted into Communicating Finite State Machines (CFSMs). Finally, we apply a recent theoretical result on choreography synthesis to generate a global graph representing the overall communication pattern of a concurrent program. If the synthesis is successful, then the program is free from communication errors.
Introduction
Concurrent programming is made difficult by the subtleties required for correct access to shared memory. The research community has dedicated years of efforts to understand concurrent behaviours with channel-based process calculi such as Hoare's CSP [11, 12] , Milner's CCS [26] and π-calculus [27] . However, most mainstream programming languages do not adopt these channel-based models but instead support concurrency through thread programming or external libraries such as OpenMP [5] , or abstractions with complex semantics [2] .
The Go programming language [32] from Google takes a different approach and supports concurrency as a fundamental part of the language, with a channel-based concurrency model inspired by CSP. As a result of the design, Go offers a high-level, compositional way of constructing concurrent applications. In Go, values are shared by communicating over channels between lightweight threads called goroutines. With this principle, the Go concurrency makes it easy to construct streaming data pipelines that make efficient use of multiple CPUs. The recently introduced core.async in the Clojure language also adopts a similar model for concurrent programming.
In this work we analyse concurrency in Go programs leveraging session types [13, 14, 35] , which is a formal typing discipline for communication that has its roots in the π-calculus. Session types consist of type structures for communications, such as a series of sending, receiving, choices and recursions, promoting structured communications programming. Further, the theory of multiparty session types [14] guarantees of deadlock-freedom and communication safety between multiple participants, offering a choreographic view of communications in concurrent programs. We demonstrate how recent advanced techniques from the multiparty session type theory (synthesis of global (session) graphs in [23] ) can be applied to detect and preempt concurrency problems present in Go applications. Contributions This paper proposes the first static deadlock detection tool, dingo-hunter based on session types, for the Go language. The main techniques we use are inferring communicating finite state machines (CFSMs) [3] by extracting communications in a given Go program; and synthesising global session graphs which represent the overall structure of communications from CFSMs. Figure 1 outlines the workflow of our tool chain. § 2 gives an overview of concurrency in the Go language and the limitations of the existing Go deadlock detector. § 3 shows an automatic inference of local session types from the Go language. This is divided into two steps. First we translate Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. a Go program to the Single Static Assignment (SSA) intermediate representation [10] . Then we translate it into a set of local session types. § 4 first shows how to convert local session types into two kinds of CFSMs, Channel CFSMs (which model channels between participants) and Goroutine CFSMs (which model communication behaviour of goroutines). Then it explains how to synthesise global session graphs from these CFSMs. § 5 examines case studies of common Go concurrency patterns to show how they can be analysed by our tool; and § 6 evaluates the tool on existing programs to demonstrate the robustness of our approach.
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The source code for the analysis tool and supplementary materials are available from [1] . The synthesis tool of [23] used in the work is available from [18] .
The Go Programming Language
Go [32] is a statically typed, compiled systems programming language in the tradition of C and C++. One of the more well-known features of Go is the built-in support for channel-based concurrency, where channels are first-class objects and integrated in the core language design.
In the following example, Go program calculates the sum of two numbers. The entry point of the executable code is the main function in line 6. In the body of the main function, the add function is called, which was defined in line 4. Notice that in line 7, the type of the sum variable is automatically inferred and the line is equivalent to var sum int = add(1, 2).
Concurrency in Go
Go supports concurrency through a feature called goroutines. Goroutines are lightweight functions which execute concurrently with other goroutines in the same address space 1 and communicate through typed channels.
A function is executed as a goroutine if the function call is prepended by the keyword go, and it does not block the caller. Channels in Go are typed FIFO queues which can be shared between goroutines. They are synchronous by default, meaning that they block on both send and receive commands. Consider the following code which is modified from Listing 1 to be executed concurrently using goroutines and channels. 1 From the Go language specification Listing 2 shows a modified Listing 1 to use goroutines. Since the add function is executed as a goroutine and the return value will be inaccessible, we instead pass an integer channel (i.e. variable of type chan int) as a parameter when calling add. The result of the calculation can be then sent to the channel using the channel send operator <-on line 5.
The integer channel is created in the main function (i.e. go add callee) using the built-in make allocation function on line 9. After main starts the goroutine on line 10, main blocks and waits to receive using the receive operator <-on the channel result. The difference between the send and receive operators is the position of the channel variable (the arrow points into the channel for send and out of the channel for receive).
Goroutines and channels are the primary means of concurrency in Go (with the exception of the low-level synchronisation, sync, package in the standard library).
Deadlock Detection in Go
Communication deadlocks are potential pitfalls of concurrency in Go. The Go runtime comes with a runtime deadlock detector. The tool detects a deadlock if all of the running (non-idle and unlocked) goroutines are blocked waiting.
The deadlock detector is sound (i.e. does not give false positives), but the tool has certain limitations:
• Only global deadlocks are detected, which means that if not all goroutines are involved in the deadlock, the tool will not detect it is a deadlock. For example in Listing 3, Work is a long running goroutine that performs calculations unrelated to communication, keeping the number of active goroutines nonzero. This hides the fact that one of the Recv goroutines are blocked waiting forever since there is no sender.
• Since the runtime detector only detects deadlocks which manifest themselves at runtime, deadlocks in long running processes may go undetected until a specific execution path is triggered. The runtime detector works by counting the number of running goroutines during execution, and detects a deadlock if the number is 0. In the example, Work is always running, and despite that one of the Recv blocks forever, it does not deadlock in the global level, hence the running goroutines count is at least one and no deadlocks are detected. In our approach, we perform static analysis on the source code. Our deadlock detection is syntactic and does not depend on runtime properties of the program. We can identify a communication mismatch as we analyse the code, and find one send for ch and two receives.
Inferring Local Session Types from Go code
This section describes how our static tool analyses Go source code to derive a set of local session types by abstracting concurrent interaction patterns amongst the goroutines.
Local Session Types
We begin by extracting the communication operations in the source code as a local (session) type -a control-flow graph with session primitives. A program is a closed communicating system which we call a session. Each local type represents a single participant of the session, hence corresponds to a single instance of a goroutine. In a Go program, main is an implicit goroutine, and every instance of a goroutine spawned by go functionName() is a separate participant even for the same function.
The local session type, or simply local type, is a control-flow graph where each node is one of following: (1) Channel ch T (create a new channel with name ch of type T), (2) Send ch (send to a channel ch), (3) Recv ch (receive from a channel ch), (4) Close ch (close or terminate a channel ch), and (5) Label (a named jump label). (2)- (4) are communication operations, and (2) and (3) correspond to send and receive type from [14] , written ch! T ; T and ch? T ; T respectively where T is the continuation (child node), and (4) correspond to the closing channel operation in [9] . The names Send_280, Recv_293, Recv_312 and main are identifiers to the instances of goroutines, and are the initial nodes of the local graphs. The channels ch and done, created in the main function, are represented in the main graph as unique names main.main.t0@0 and main.main.t1@0 respectively (line 14), followed by two receives (lines 21 and 22) . The unique names are used for referencing the channel in Send, Recv and Close nodes.
The next three local types correspond to go Send, the first go Recv and the second go Recv in lines [16] [17] [18] . Send_280 calls the function on line 1 so that it has Send node to main.main.t0@0 (ch). Similarly both Recv_293 and Recv_312 are followed by two nodes, Recv main.main.t1 and Send main.main.t0, which correspond to the function in line 2-5.
In the local type for Work (i.e. Work_331), there are no communication operations and hence describes only the control-flow of the Work function, which includes a loop. The resulting local type contains communication primitives that interact between participants through channels. A channel is a dynamic medium between a sender and a receiver, connecting the participants.
Extraction with SSA IR
We implement our analysis using the Single Static Assignment (SSA) intermediate representation of the Go program, constructed by the go/ssa package in the standard library. The SSA representation simplifies the syntax of a Go program into a limited set of instructions, and flattens the control flow of the program as jumps between blocks of instructions for analysis.
We explain below how a local type can be inferred from Go code. The analysis starts from the program's main entry point, the main function, and interprets the SSA instructions following the program control-flow. Instructions related to communications are converted to nodes of the local type graph, and instructions related to control-flow are converted to edges of the local type graph. At the end of the analysis, a set of local type graphs is generated to represent the set of goroutines in the program. We first look at communication related instructions.
Communication Instructions (Table 1 ) These are the most important instructions in our analysis, because they define the communication behaviour of the goroutines. When encountering the following instructions, new local type nodes are created.
MakeChan{Size} is an instruction to initialise a new shared channel for communications. A typed channel (i.e. chan T) is a reference type and can only be initialised by a make(chan T) in the source code. Since channels are first class objects in Go, the initialisation is captured by this special instruction. Once created, channels do not change (except for close). In this work we only consider unbuffered (i.e. Size = 0), hence synchronous, channels. In the local type, we assign each channel created with MakeChan with a unique name in the form of package.function.register@version. The part before @ is a notation for fully qualified variable name, and the part after is a counter for distinguishing between channels created by multiple calls to the function. This unique name is used as a reference for other communication instructions since channels are shared between goroutines.
Send{Chan=ch, X} is an instruction representing sending of a value (X) to a channel (Chan) variable. It corresponds to a send node in the local type (Send ch).
UnOp{Op=ARROW, X=ch} is an instruction that corresponds to receive. The receive operator (<-ch) is implemented in Go as a unary expression on the channel (X), and as a result, the received values are not required to be stored. It corresponds to a receive node in the local type (Receive ch).
Select{States, Blocking} represents a choice based on the communication on channels. Each of the cases in the select is guarded by a communication operation (either send or receive), and the case is chosen if the operation does not block. States is a list containing details of the guard: the channel, the type of operation (send or receive) and the value to send (if it is a send operation). The other argument, Blocking, is a boolean which indicates if a default case exists. If a default case exists, then when all of the communication cases are blocking, the default case is chosen (i.e. Blocking = false). In our conversion to local types, the local types of each case in the 
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Create and initialise a channel with Size buffer Channel ch T ype ch := make(chan T ype)
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select is appended as a child of the parent local graph node of Select and the default case is translated to an empty label to denote no communication operations. Builtin{Name=close, Arg=[ch]} represents the use of a built-in functions defined by the language. Other notable builtin functions are len() (length or size of array/slice/struct). The close built-in function takes a channel as an argument and closes the channel. Once a channel is closed, it cannot be used by any goroutines anymore. The local type of close is a close node: Close ch. (Table 2 ) These instructions define the control flow of a Go program. As a Go program is translated into SSA IR, the function bodies are segmented into blocks of related instructions, for example, Listing 5 shows a for-loop split into four blocks, one for loop entry and initialisation (Block 0), one for loop body (Block 1), one for exit block with continuation after for-loop (Block 2) and one for calculating and checking loop conditions (Block 3). The right hand column are the types of the registers (e.g. t0 is an int). These blocks are connected by conditional and unconditional jumps at the end of each block. The jumps between blocks follows the flow of control of the program. for . body P :1 S :1 t0 = t7 + t8 int t1 = t8 + 1: int int j u m p 3 2:
Control-flow Instructions
for . done P :1 S :
interface {} * t3 = t4 t5 = s l i c e t2 [:] [] interface {} t6 = fmt . Println ( t5 ...) ( n int , err error ) r e t u r n Call{Func, Method, Args} is an instruction to call functions. The function (Func) may be either an ordinary function, a closure or a Builtin function such as close. The control flow of the program follows the function and returns to the caller when the end of the function body is reached. In the local types graph, an edge is added from the caller to the subgraph representing the local types of the callee body. During function calls, parameters of the callee are translated from arguments from the caller (Args), so variables used in the body of the function are aliases of the variables in the caller. This is particularly important to retrieve unique references to channels created by MakeChan instructions in callers.
Go{Func, Method, Args} is an instruction to spawn a goroutine. The instruction is similar to Call, but the function called will be started as a separate goroutine from the caller, thus there is no edge connecting the caller and the callee. A new local type graph is added to the session, and its initial node points to the subgraph representing the local types of the callee body.
Jump is an unconditional jump from the current block to a successor block. The Jump instruction only appears at the end of a block, and is a sequential transition from the current block to the next block in the same scope (e.g. within a function body). In the local types graph, this is a simply an edge from the local types of the current block to the local types of the next block.
Return is an instruction to return from the callee to the caller function. When the control-flow reaches the end of a function, the control continues at the caller after the Call instruction that entered this function. In the local type graph, an edge is added to join the last node of the function to the continuation at the caller. For the analysis, this is the dual of the Call instructions, and the return values are copied back to the caller.
If{Cond} is a conditional jump instruction. Cond is the boolean jump condition which may be the result of an evaluation in the preceding instructions, with exactly two outcomes. If Cond is true, the control-flow continues at the direct successor block (i.e. same behaviour as Jump), otherwise it continues in the successor+1 block. Like Jump, the If instruction only appears in the end of a block. The If instruction is translated into the local type graph as two new edges, which point to the local types for then-block and the else-block respectively as child subgraphs.
Defer{Func, Method, Args} and RunDefers are a pair of instructions that defer a call to a function to the end of the current function. When a Defer instruction is encountered, the callee Func is pushed on a stack of deferred function calls. When a RunDefers instruction is encountered, the deferred function calls are then evaluated like normal Calls. It is guaranteed that RunDefers only appears once in each control-flow path per function. A new edge is added to the end of the local type graph of the caller function, and points to the local type subgraph of the deferred function.
Memory Access Instructions
It is sufficient to use the two categories of instructions above, namely communication and control flow instructions, to infer local types from simple Go programs. The memory access instructions do not affect the control flow of 
Defer{Func, Method, Args} RunDefers
Defer execution to end of function Run deferred functions P0
the program, nor do they perform any communication with other goroutines. Their purpose is to make the channel variables available to the communication instructions later in the flow of the program when analysing the instructions. Hence no nodes or edges are added to the local type graph, and the memory access information is safely discarded after the analysis of the program is complete and local types are generated.
Go code that uses channel variables created by make(chan T) can be analysed if they are used directly with a Send or Recv instruction. However, programs often use data structures to organise data and pass around related groups of data. The example of a context structure in Listing 6 shows passing of a context variable ctx which contains a channel ctx.done to a function. In the actual execution and the generated SSA instructions, the ctx variable is first allocated with an Alloc instruction on line 4. Then the channel is created by a MakeChan, and stored in field of the allocated struct with a Store instruction. The address of the ctx struct is then passed to the function f on line 5. The function body of f uses the address of the ctx variable to locate a reference of the struct variable in main, and use the field access instruction FieldAddr to retrieve the done field of the struct, and use the channel for a Send on line 2.
Since the channels are not passed as variables directly, there is an indirection of memory access (via a structure and then its field). Our tool stores structure instances created in the source code and keeps track of where channels are stored in the allocated structures, then returns the correct channels when they are accessed. Here we do not cover all memory access instructions and focus only on struct, as it is the most common data structure used for storing channels. The other data structures (arrays, slices) are similar but with a different set of instructions for allocation, access, and storage.
Alloc{Heap} is an instruction for allocating memory. We record the variable of the allocated memory if its type is a structure. The Heap parameter is a boolean indicating whether the memory is in heap or in the local activation (stack) frame.
Field{X, Field} and FieldAddr{X, Field} are instructions to access a field of a structure. The two instructions are for accessing the structure X as a value and as a pointer respectively. The field of a structure is indexed by a numeric field number Field. We lookup the allocation of structure X, and return the stored value in field Field. If the field is undefined, we keep a track of its parent structure and update the structure when a Store instruction is used on the field.
Store{Addr, Val} stores value (Val) in address (Addr). Changes to the Val are updated in Addr and will be reflected in the next access to the Addr. If Addr is a field accessed by FieldAddr, the struct that holds the field will also be updated.
Global Graph Synthesis
This section explains how to convert a set of local types inferred from the Go source code into a global graph, which describes an overall concurrent interaction pattern of a Go program. We call this procedure global graph synthesis, and use the GMC-Synthesis tool introduced in a recent work [23] .
The GMC-Synthesis tool takes Communicating Finite State Machines (CFSMs) as input and merges the CFSMs into a global graph of transitions. The first step of using the tool for global graph synthesis is therefore converting the local session graph obtained from Go source code into CFSMs.
From Inferred Local Types to CFSMs
The CFSMs are finite state machines where the transitions between states are labelled with either send or receive. The session types representation we use in the work can be characterised as a simple model of CFSM [7] .
Each local session graph is translated to a single CFSM. The nodes in the local session graph are events in the CFSM model, and are represented in the CFSM model as transitions to new states. A label on transitions is decided by a type of a local type node: Send ch nodes become transitions with a send label using the notation ch ! T where T is the type of the channel ch; Recv ch nodes become transitions with a receive label with the notation ch ? T ; Close ch nodes become transitions with a send label, but the message is STOP to indicate the termination of the channel, i.e. ch ! STOP.
In CFSMs, channels are fixed between two machines. A machine can use multiple channels, but the endpoints of the channels are always the same. However the Go channels are shared names which can be used by multiple goroutines. A Go channel is a shared location for two or more goroutines to synchronise on send and receive operations, thus the sender and receiver can be different at different points of an execution. An example is the done channel in the main goroutine from Listing 3 which is received twice, and is expected to receive from each of the two Recv goroutines once. This is reflected in the inferred local type in Figure 2 , where the channel main.main.t1@0 is used twice in the local type of main . The translation from local types into CFSM preserves this behaviour, where the CFSM communicates with channels which are variables and not endpoint machines. To illustrate the problem and our solution, Figure 3 shows the corresponding generated CFSMs. We also added the two channels t0 and t1 and annotated them with how messages are transferred from the senders to the receivers via the Go channels. Figure 3 . Goroutine CFSMs generated from Listing 2. It shows how channels connect to the CFSMs as proxies; dotted arrows represent channels used by Goroutine CFSMs.
From Figure 3 , we can observe that the CFSMs do not communicate directly and Go channels resemble switches or multiplexors between the communicating machines, where the dotted arrows depict the direction of the message flow to and from the channels. There are no one-to-one connections between the CFSMs that use the same Go channels, but the link between the CFSMs and a Go channel is always one-to-one. So instead of treating channels as a static link between goroutines, we model the Go channels as CFSMs as well to represent all possible transitions that a Go channel are allowed such that they can connect multiple goroutines dynamically. To avoid confusion, we call these machines Channel CFSMs and distinguish Channel CFSMs from those which model the communication behaviour of goroutines. We call these CFSMs Goroutine CFSMs. To generate Channel CFSMs from the local types, we first identify the channels. In Figure 2 , the channels are t0 and t1. We then construct a CFSM for each channel where the first transition from the initial state is a receive action at this channel and the second one is a send action which is matched to the initial action, returning to the initial state. Channel CFSMs of Figure 2 are given in Figure 4 . For t1, there are two receive actions from Recv_293 and Recv_321, which are matched to two main actions. This corresponds to dotted blue lines in Figure 3 , representing a synchronisation proxy (channel) between machines (participants).
Global Graph Synthesis
Given both Goroutine CFSMs which represent control flows of the inferred local types and Channel CFSMs synthetically generated from the local types, we can then synthesise a global graph from the CFSMs. The synthesis procedure involves generating all possible combinations of synchronous labelled transitions of the composed CFSMs. As explained in the previous subsection, CFSMs are FSMs with transitions labelled send or receive. Send and receive transitions in the same channel can be matched and synchronised as a single node in the global graph. Figure 5 shows the global graph of synthesised from the Goroutine CFSMs in Figure 3 and Channel CFSMs in Figure 4 . In the global graph, rectangle nodes stand for interactions between two participants (CFSMs), where the number is the identifier of the machine. Diamond nodes stand for choices, and a branch is chosen from one of the outgoing edges.
# Goroutine (unmatched) 0 Chan t0 1 Chan t1 2 main Recv t1; Recv t1 3 Send_280 Send t0 4 Recv_293 Recv t0; Send t1 5 Recv_312
Recv t0; Send t1 Table 3 . A possible execution of Listing 3; Leftmost column is the id of the CFSM. Table 3 shows a possible execution of the program in Listing 3. The execution can be mapped on to a trace in the global graph from initial state to one of the final states. From the column alignment, it is clear that one of the Recv goroutine is stuck and has a deadlock.
Generalised Multiparty Compatibility As shown in Figure 5 , a successful construction of a global graph does not guarantee communication safety and deadlock freedom. We use a sound and complete condition for constructing global graph introduced in [23] called Generalised Multiparty Compatibility (GMC). Communicating systems that satisfy the GMC conditions are communication safe and deadlock free. GMC is based on two conditions: (i) representability, where each trace and choices in the CFSMs are represented in the global graph; and (ii) branching property, which states that whenever there is a choice in the global graph, a unique machine takes the decision and the decision is propagated to other machines. Condition (i) ensures that no information is lost in the construction of the global type, and condition (ii) ensures that all branches are well-formed. In [23] , the representability condition is applied on all CFSMs used to construct the global graph. In our approach we introduced the generic Channel CFSMs. Channel CFSMs are usually not representable because that would imply that all Channel CFSMs have synchronised with all pairs of Goroutine CFSMs once or more. As the Channel CFSMs are only generated to limit valid synchronisations and does not give any influence on the communication behaviour of Goroutine CFSMs, we only need to check the representability condition on Goroutine CFSMs.
Consider Figure 5 and the execution snapshot of Table 3 . The GMC condition is not satisfied because, when the first nondeterministic choice is made, i.e. the choice between 0 (t0) → 4 Recv t0 at Recv_293 and 0 (t0) → 5 (Recv_312), we can tell from the global graph that the node in the unselected branch will not be revisited again. Hence participant 4 (resp. 5) is waiting forever if the branch of 0 → 5 (resp. 0 → 4) is selected. So the branching condition is violated and as a result, Listing 3 is not GMC.
Suppose we rectify the problem in Listing 3, by removing the extra go Recv(ch, done) on line 19 and the extra <-done on line 23. The global graph synthesised from the corrected example is shown in Figure 6 . The GMC condition in this case is valid, and therefore the program is safe and deadlock free. Note that while checking GMC is sufficient to check the deadlock-freedom, global graphs generated from the CFSMs (such as those shown in Figure 5 ) offer useful information for debugging programs, see [23] .
Mixed Choices
The original theory [23] does not allow a machine to have a mixed choice which has both sending and receiving from the same state. The select statement in Go allows to write mixed choices, hence we are required to relax this condition. The original branching condition [23] requires the sender to be unique, i.e. the unique participant should initiate sending actions. Since we are taking a synchronous model (instead of an asynchronous model in [23] ), we can relax this condition by replacing the unique sender by the unique machine condition (as explained in the previous paragraph). Consider the simple mixed choice in Figure 7 . In this example, P initiates both initial sending and receiving actions so that it satisfies the unique machine condition. This extension was implemented in the GMC tool to verify deadlock in Go programs with select statements.
Limitations
Our approach uses sets of CFSMs to represent systems of concurrent processes, and supports a flexible range of program controlflow patterns with little restrictions in their structures. Examples include for-loops, which are translated as two branches of transitions from a state: one for exit loop and another for continue loop that loops back to the starting state.
This, however, limits our support for dynamic concurrency such as creating channels in a loop or conditional creation of goroutines for error handling. They correspond to runtime spawning of new channel CFSMs and new goroutine CFSMs respectively, hence cannot be represented at static time. To overcome the limitations, CFSMs are constructed using the inference technique outlined in Section 3 for each goroutine. If a condition in the control-flow of the program decides that if a goroutine will be spawned, then a subset of all generated CFSMs -which translated from goroutines that are spawned under the same condition -are selected for global graph synthesis to check that the system is safe under the condition.
Case Studies
We demonstrate our approach by the following case studies, adapted from common Go concurrency patterns. Table 4 and Section 6 summarise their evaluations.
Pipeline: Prime Sieve The pipeline is a straightforward pattern for chaining together phases of concurrent computation by channels. Listing 7 is an implementation of the Prime sieve of Eratosthenes in Go, which chains together goroutines with channels as prime filters. The example prints the first 10 prime numbers.
In the code, there are three goroutines (main, filter and generate) and two channels. The generate goroutine continuously sends numbers to the ch channel. In main, a prime number is read from the ch channel and is used for the prime filter. The filter goroutine repeatedly takes an input channel (ch), and an output channel (ch1) and filters out input values that are divisible by prime. Finally, in the next iteration the outputs channel of the filter is used as the new input channel for the next filter on line 20. The CFSMs for Listing 7 is given in Figure 8 . The fanin pattern can be implemented alternatively, where the select statement has a default branch when no more values will be sent. The output channel ch is explicitly closed to notify the downstream. The syntax for val := range ch is a shorthand for reading a value val from a channel ch, test if the channel is closed, and repeat until the channel is closed. This alternative implementation highlights the use of close to close a channel and is shown in Listing 9 1 func fanin(input1, input2 <-chan int) <-chan string { Listing 9. Implementation of the alternative fan-in pattern. Figure 10 shows the CFSMs of Listing 9. The two work goroutines are the same as those in Figure 9 . The difference between the two implementations is the close(ch) which sends a STOP message to the channel. The STOP message is propagated to the main goroutine which decides whether to loop receiving more values or terminate. 
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our static analysis tool with the case studies, and a real software written in Go that uses concurrency.
deadlock The deadlock example in Listing 3 demonstrates the strength of our static analysis approach as the runtime deadlock detector does not consider the program to deadlock. Our synthesis shows that the main goroutine in the program is not representable, as it is impossible for both of the Recv goroutines to send the final done message to main. Figure 3 shows the CFSMs generated from the source code. Note that machine 5 is missing because the Work goroutine does not contain any communication. As explained in the previous section, the deadlock can be removed and the corrected global graph obtained in Figure 5 , and satisfies GMC.
fanin The fanin implementation is safe. In the original implementation where the inputs are continuous streams of numbers, and the fanin function combines both streams into a single stream. The output of the fanin is printed continuously.
fanin-alt The alternative fanin implementation where the output channel is explicitly closed is also safe, as the termination of the channel is explicit (as a STOP message in the CFSM model). The output of the fanin was updated to use the for-range syntax to take into consideration of the closing of the channel.
primesieve Concurrent prime sieve is unsafe because there is an infinite number of send generated by generate and filter, yet the number of receive from main is limited. In practice this does not affect the program execution because the final filter thread simply blocks if main is not receiving and filter is sending the latest prime. The goroutine CFSMs are shown in Figure 8 . The global graph synthesis confirms that the filter CFSM is not representable in the global graph. This is a false positive result as the program is safe in practice as long as the main loop is bounded, but cannot be verified statically unless the loops are unrolled.
htcat htcat 2 is a concurrent HTTP file download tool from Heroku. It issues multiple HTTP GET in parallel to download a file and coordinate the merging of fragments using channels. In the main body of the tool, based on the response header from the HTTP server, the file to download is split into fragments and GET requests issued in goroutines. When the download of a fragment is complete, the corresponding goroutines issue a registration message with the downloaded content to the main goroutine. The main goroutine uses a for-select loop to wait for fragments to arrive, possibly out-of-order. Another for-select case, is to receive a cancel message from the user, which terminates the download process immediately. A final case is to receive a number to determine the number of fragments left. The other channels in the tool are for handling errors. In our analysis, we obtained 19 CFSMs (11 goroutines, 8 channels) from the Go program, and was reduced from 9632 local session graph nodes extracted. Most of the extracted session graph nodes are control-flow nodes such as labels or jumps. We further isolate the error handling goroutines manually from the 2 https://github.com/htcat/htcat (414 watchers on GitHub) main program (which does not spawn new gorountines) to verify deadlock-freedom, due to the limitations explained in Section 4.4. An example from htcat is shown below, depicting one of the main functions which creates goroutines for fetching fragments.
The function is short-circuited if an error is detected during the initialisation and a new goroutine cat.d.cancel is spawned to terminate the rest of the program. Since the cancel goroutine will not be created in a normal execution, the CFSM for cancel is not included in the global graph synthesis but will be considered separately.
Related Work
Deadlock Detection and Checking based on Graphs Process calculi such as CSP are models for a number of previous works on deadlock detection in parallel systems. Huang [17] proposed a distributed deadlock detection algorithm based on wait-for graphs for systems with CSP-like communication. Later Zhao et al. [37] introduced a runtime monitoring approach for deadlock detection for Occam based on wait-for graphs. Occam is a concurrent programming language built on CSP. Like Go, it uses channels as a medium for communication between processes. The work in [4] also applied wait-for/state graphs for deadlock detection in Java and X10, formalising a phaser-based calculus. These approaches prevent detection of potential deadlocks which do not manifest themselves at runtime at specific runs. Martin [25] proposed a static analysis tool 3 to detect deadlocks in CSP, but is not applicable to Go directly sincethere is no precise correspondence between CSP and Go primitives.
Message Flow Graphs (MFGs) by Ladkin et al. [19, 20, 22, 21 ] construct a global FSM from local communications but assume senders and receivers are statically determined. In this work, the input model uses a dynamic channel abstraction and requires resolving the channels into actual senders and receivers before such construction can be used. Moreover, our work can handle mixed choices in the use of select primitive which is more general.
Naik et al. [28] delivered an unsound but effective deadlock detection tool which targets multi-threaded Java by analysing necessary conditions for deadlocks. Other deadlock detection approaches such as concolic execution [8] are between static analysis and runtime detection.
To our best knowledge, the present work is the first work to statically verify deadlocks in the Go language based on the formal type theory of session types.
Verification of Concurrent Programs based on Session Types
Many programming languages based on session types have been developed in the past decade. See [36] for a recent comprehensive survey. Here we discuss closely related work. Hu et al. [16] developed Session Java (SJ) with binary session types for socket programming, which was further extended with multiparty session types by Sivaramakrishnan et al. [34] . Both works statically verify the extended Java source code to ensure the lack of communication errors. Session C [31] uses a static approach, and instead of extending the language, a custom communication API is provided for message-passing in C. Similarly a static type checking for MPI programs based on global dependent session types is studied in [24] .
Recent works based on multiparty session types use dynamic, runtime monitoring for verifications of distributed programs. For example, runtime monitoring of Python extended to interrupts and actors are studied in [6] and [29] , respectively. The above works use a protocol description language, Scribble [33], developed with Red Hat. Another approach taken in [30, 15] is code generation from Scribble to ensure deadlock-freedom by construction. The work [30] generates parallelised MPI code combining MPI backbones generated from parameterised Scribble and sequential Kernels; and the work [15] generates Java APIs from Scribble [33] and ensures safety of Java programs with light-weight linearity check of channel usages. All of the above works use the top-down approach based on the end-point projection. To our best knowledge, there is no work which applies the synthesis of multiparty session types to deadlock detection for real programming languages.
In this work, we analysed the Go programming language natively without extra annotations or runtime libraries, thanks to the language's first-class support for concurrent programming.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented the first static analyser for Go that uses a global session graph synthesis tool [23] to detect communication deadlocks. We have applied our tool to Go code and open source projects with up to 700 lines of code. We demonstrated a combination of session type inference and synthesis that is directly applicable to verify deadlocks in a practical concurrent programming language.
Immediate future work includes extending our approach to support buffered channels which enable asynchronous communications with bounded queues. In addition to channels, Go provides the sync.WaitGroup package in its standard library for barrier-style synchronisation, implemented in atomic instructions and semaphores. These features can be encoded in CFSMs and checked with the global graph synthesis approach. Finally, some of the dynamic concurrency limitations can be overcome by performing multiple global graph synthesis per program on different subset of CFSMs, and the generation of subsets can be automated. We leave these extensions to future work.
